
 

AUTOMATIC GATES SPECIAL FURNITURE 

 

What is gate furniture? Gate furniture are all the items that are attached to the gate, that 

aid in the performance or support of the gate. Items such as hinges and straps on a swing 

gate and guides, tracking, rollers and wheels on a sliding gate. They are important to each 

type of gate and may also include, decorative plates, studs, handles and bolts, that could 

be functional, or simply cosmetic. 

 

     
 

Why do automatic gates need special furniture?  They are used far more than manual 

gates, so if old style or poor hinges were used, they would wear out very quickly and 

cause the system problems. 

 

What do you mean by problems? For automation to work properly, the gate must be 

stable in operation with reliable working geometry provided. This means that any wear or 

distortion of the hinge lets the gate swing out of alignment, as well as judder and may 

look poor in operation. The gate is more likely to catch the ground and snag, or the 

change in tolerances may affect other equipment (locking device or stops, etc). 

 

         
 

The furniture has to be designed and made to suit the strains and pressures automation 

puts on the gate, as well as aid in the integrity of the whole system and its performance. If 

the gate has any type of stop and most do, all these loads or pressures may be directed to 

other parts of the gate that will also need protection or be adequately constructed. 

 

What pressures and strains? The gate is required to open and close by the operator and 

where the operator connects to the gate is the driving point. If the driving point is not 

securely fitted to the gate it could pull away or become loose.  

 



   
 

External forces can add to the normal operational pressures and these are to be somewhat 

expected. Wind, rain, rubbish, leaves or twigs are just a few common outside contributors 

towards extra load. People pulling or pushing, minor abuse or impact can add greatly 

toward these additional strains and the furniture should be designed and installed to 

withstand a reasonable amount (subject to location, level of use and system type). 

 

In the old days nearly all gate furniture was designed to be used manually by a person 

holding the leading edge of the gate, and moving it slowly into position, often leaving it 

there for hours, days or even weeks at a time. The forces that occur today when a gate is 

closing and is required to open again, sometimes before it has fully closed, hardly ever 

existed in the past and gate furniture did not always need to allow for it! 

 

   
 

With automation things need to be very different and gate furniture is no longer a hole in 

a piece of metal with a pin running through. It is engineering with skilled design and 

implementation! 

 

   
 

With the right furniture, today’s customer can rely on a reliable quality of service! 
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